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F Flux density value at firing
*o Initial flux density
Number of turns
277-/
'*' Maximum value of a-c voltage
m Maximum value of a-c flux
V„i Maximum value of a-c flux density
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X^ Current in winding A
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ilaximum value of control current
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Control current value with no feedback
Load voltage
Ciirrent in regulating winding
Voltage to balance V at full load-^
Speed control potentiometer
Regulation control potentiometer




The magnetic amplifier is a device which may be inserted be-
tween a power source and a load to vary the amount of voltage
appearing across the load. It may be thought of as a variable
impedance in series with the source and the load. Varying this
impedance will result in a variation of the voltage across the load.
Magnetic amplifiers now have many applications, and new uses are
const^tly being found. The problem of how to design a magnetic
amplifier for a particular application has become pressing. An attempt
is made in Chapter I to explain some of the problems involved in
magnetic amplifier design and to present a method that can be used to
solve the design problem in a simple way.
Chapter II deals with a specific problem—the design of a
magnetic amplifier to control a radar antenna. The amplifier was
designed according to the procedure outlinod in Chapter I, and it
operated successfully. It should be noted that the conditions im-
posed on the magnetic amplifier of Chapter II were rather severe.
The load varied over a 7ri.de range, and yet this load variation was
not to be reflected in a motor speed change. Such a problem would
have required complicated circuitry and numerous tubes in the con-
ventional antenna controller. The magnetic amplifier needed no
tubes and very few circuit components.
Appendix A takes up the question of tracking. Here the magnetic
amplifier seems to fail as a substitute for conventional circuits.
The reason for this stems primarily from the fact that no one as
yet has discovered a configuration of cores and coils that will track





1, Simple f/Iagnetic Amplifier
Perhaps the simplest type of magnetic amplifier is illustrated
in Figure 1. It is necessary, in practical applications, to use
two cores, two load (a-c) windings, and two control windings to make
possible cancellation of the effects of the load windings on the
control winding by transformer action. A single three-legged or
four-legged core may be used if available. Such a core does not
differ, essentially, from the attangement of Figure 1. The load
windings may be either in series or parallel, one arrangement being
somewhat superior to the other for particular applications. The con-
trol windings are always arranged in the manner shown in Figure 1.
Such an arrangement causes a concellation of the voltages induced
in the control windings by currents in the load windings.
The load, the load windings and the a-c supply are in series
in Figure 1. Any variation in reactance of the load reactors will
cause a variation in the voltage appearing across the load. In-
creasing the control current causes a decrease in the impedance of
the load windings and a corresponding increase in the voltage across
the load. Decreasing the control current has the opposite effect.
The variation of jjnpedance may be shown graphically by the method
depicted in Figure 2.
Figure 2 shows a sinusoidal voltage across the reactors. This
voltage causes a sinusoidal flux which lags the voltage by ninety
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magnetofliotive force resulting froin the total currents flowing in
the load -windings.
The magnetomotive force may be determined by projecting the flux
onto the fk (flux) vs -^/W /"curve and then projecting the ^«»/ onto
theAl^^vs -6" (phase) curve. This determination of the magnetomotive
force produces the load current as a by-product since «»*f equals Nl ,
It is apparent that increasing the control current will cause the
flux in each core to swing above the knee of the V vs /^^^curve
earlier, thus causing a greater <i»»»f and load current. As a matter
of fact, the saturation curve is always m.uch more linear and much
steeper than shown in Figure 2, and the knee is much more abrupt,
with new high-permeability cores. The curve for a high-permeability
core causes the load current to be essentially a series of pulses
if the flux svd.ngs above the knee. Y/ith a given voltage applied,
the control current magnitude determines whether "firing" will
take place.
Figure 3 shows typical firing angles fc: several values of
control current. If the alternating flux never exceeds the value
at the knee because the control current is low ("bias" is too ^cest))
firing cannot occur. This is equivalent to saying that the inductive
reactance is very high. Obvcusly, increasing the magnitude of the
applied voltage will also cause firing. It is possible to determine
analytically the angle of conduction, relative to the supply voltage,
of the inagnetic amplifier in Tiany cases by using certain circuit
parameters and the hysteresis loop of the core. In essence, firing
of the magnetic amplifier occurs when the instantaneous flux density
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where^ is the critical or firing value of flux dan 51 by, andiLis
the flux density in the core due to control current alone. Of course,
O ±r -G- Sr IT and ^ ^f — ^o — +6f . If^is less than ^V^
or greater than
-^Bt , it is still possible for firing to occur
but //p will be unreasonably largp, and the magnetic amplifier
will lose much of its responsiveness to control current variations.
IfJ^ exceeds iy , firing of the amplifier cannot be prevented regard-
less of the value of 1^ , In appliisations like motor control where
it is desired to be able to stop the motor, inability to prevent
firing would make it impossible to bring the motor to a stop.
The magnetomotive forces of the two windings were shown graph-
ically in Figure 2. Ivlathematically, they may be expressed in the
form of a series. Tho same series, divided tenn-by-term by the nunber
of turns in the windings, represents the currents in the load wj.ndings.

^A ' ^^ + r, Cos -^ -t I^ cmi Z^ ^ Z3 C*.J 3«
Ic is obtained by dividing the control winding magnetomotive force
by the number of turns in the control vdjiding.
The total load winding current is the sum of I^ and Ib, with
the windings in parallel.
^ 2 ( od<^ harmonic -ieryyis,)
With load windings in parallel, then, the even harmonic current
terms cancel in the load circuit. The odd harmonics of the load
winding circuit have no effect on the control windings, even though
the harmonics anein phase, because the control windings are reversed
in phase. Although there are no even harmonics in the load (or supply)
circuit, there very definitely are even harmonics in each of the
load windings, as shown in equations (6) and (?). These even
harmonics may readily be shared by the control windings. An inductance
is sometimes placed in series with the control windings to make
their share of these even harmonics small. It is desirable to
eliminate these extraneous currents from the control windings since
8

they constitute an unwanted input to the amplifier. These currents
also adversely affect the amplifier's sensitivity.
If it is desired to design a magnetic amplifier with as rapid
a response to control current change as possible, the load windings
will be in series. Then even harmonic currents can flow only in the
control windings. If the even harmonics are permitted to flow in
the control windings, the magnetization of the reactors is said to
be natural; if the even harmonics are prevented from flowing in the
control windings by a large series impedance or some other method,
the magnetization of the reactors is said to be constrained since
the even harmonics cannot flow at all* Generally, series load wind-
ings are usad when fast response is desired and parallel load wind-
ings when high gain and high power utilization are the primary
considerations. Since the time constant of an inductive circuit
is Js~ J the response time may be decreased by adding resistance in
the control windings. This increase of resistance means more power
loss in the input circuit, however, and a consequent loss in power
gain.
The foregoing discussion of the type of magnetisation that
results from a particular arrangement of windings is important from
the design standpoint. Most methods of design assume a sinusoidal
flux in each reactor. This cannot be the case is the magnetization
is constrained—if some harmonics cannot flow. Therefore, design
is considerably simpler, if it is to be quantitatively accurate, if
A Rex [^8 J

magnetization is natural. This means all harmonics must floY;.
As has been indicated, Yrith parallel load -windings al". harmonics
can flow. If they are eliminated in the control windings, they
will still exist in the individual load windings so that the flux
in each will be sinusoidal. The design problem is consequently
simplified by using the type of circuit illustrated in Figure 1.
After it has been decided that the type of circuit shown in
Figure 1 is to be used, the next step is to pick out the two reactors.
Many high permeability core materials are now available. Among
these are hipernik V, orthonik, hipersil, and mu-metal. Assume
hipersil is chosen. The size of the core is then determined by the
volt-ampere rating necessary as fixed by the maximum load. Window
size is important also, for it determines the number of load and
control turns that may be used. These turns will usually be wound
on the same leg of the core. Figure k shows a type "G" core. A
banding strap tightly binds the two halves, making the air gap small.
If the load is d-c, the rectifiers may be chosen next. It is
important to choose rectifiers with high back resistance, for reverse
current will decrease the sensitivity of the amplifier. Selenium
rectifiers have been improved to the point where the reverse current
is almost negligible. Another factor that must be considered in
selecting the rectifiers is the range of voltage that will appear
across them and the range of current drown through them. For
example, a stack of twenty selenium plates each five inches in diameter








handle a current drain of five or six amperes -without getting too
hot. The forward d-c voltage drop, however, decreases with current
density, particularly with very low values of current density. This
is illustrated in Figure 5. The non-linearity for very low current
densities means that the voltage available for the load is not a
straight-line function of the a-c voltage applied to the rectifier.
This apparent difficulty may be obviated by experimentally determining
what a-c voltage must be applied to the rectifier to produce the
minimum load volta^ and current and the a-c voltage necessary to
produce the maximum load voltage and current. The a-c voltage necess-
ary over the range mil not be linear, since the rectifier character-
istic is not linear, but this non-linearity will not prove troublesome
in most applications. It is the problem of the designer now to design
the magnetic amplifier to produce the required range of a-c voltage
and current for the rectifier.
Perhaps the easiest way to design the reactors is to use a
graphical method. A family of curves of j-l vs D||g_wn.th control
current as parameter must be obtained for the hipersil core material.
To get these curves it is necessary to wind an a-c and a d-c winding
onto each core. Five or six hundred turns of wire for each winding
shoud suffice. The circuit of Figure 6 is now set up.
To find the a-c flux density B:
X^ r srrf L
dli>
dli
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L= )i//t ^ ^lo'"
In the above equations, |/^^ is volts, X is amperes, L is
henries, but all other units are c^s • The l/Vestinghouse Corporatjon,
which produces hipersil, uses gausses, ampere turns per inch for H,
square inches for A. Using these units,








But A must be converted to square inches,
'
' fWAJ
This B is an "rras" flux density whereas the peak value causes
the magnetic amplifier to fire. Therefore,
*
.
3.S-0 V4, ^^^^ (,s-)/W V
Where 1^^ is rms volts across one reactor.
H in ampere turns per inch is determined by me^asuring the
volta-^ across the resistor R, finding the current asJjSand comput-
ing /^ . Since this current is the current from two reactors, it is
twice the value of one.
To get the B-H curves, J- is set at zero and Yg^ff is increased
from zero in convenient steps, and E and H are computed at each
point until saturation has been passed. The locus of these points
is a B-H curvQ for X* = O . ^^ is now increased to, say,
twenty milliamperes, and a new curve is obtained. This process is
repeated at ragular intervals until a family of curves such as are
shown in Figure 7 is obtained. In these curves it may be noted tha.t
the /jF^^ exceeds the r^^ for one reactor by a small aaount at and
beyond the steepest part of each curve. (To get Mg^^for one reactor,
the values shown on the abscissa must be divided by tv/o). The reason
for this excess of rl4t. over rrea, is that the total d-c magnetomotive
force must exceed the a-c magnetomotive force by the amount required






With the curves of Figure 7 available and with the knowledge i
load conditions, the design of the magnetic amplifier may be accom-
plished. Tl^.ese data are known:
1. Maximum load condi.tions. This was previously determined
from the experimental test on the restifier and load. LlaximiM
load is a y and anX_ ^ , .
2. MnDJUum load condition. This was similarly determined from
the restifier-load test.
Minimum load is aVL* 3.nd anX^^'^.
3. The length and area of the core.
The ratio
M^, i^)^. Of')
is now determined. The ratio (l6) will be a numeric since N is the
only unknown.
Choose a point near the knee of the -/.^ equals zero curve. This
point will detennine Mn. i'T'Jac, » which is turn determines
Max. I'^rr) since the ratio of/j^ ^°/^0„'^^ known. The point
chosen near the knee of the-Tc equals zero curve also fixes a maximian
voltage across the reactor, since, as lAras shown in equation (15)^
**
"
L A /J gausses. This maximun reactor voltage
occurs, of course, when the load voltage is a minimum/ Since the
ordinate in Figure 7 is /^^ rather than B, V is easily obtained by
multiplying the value of yyj^ found opposite the point chosen near
the knee by AN. Now the reactor voltage and load voltage are both
known for minimum load. The applied voltage will usually be the
quadrature sura of these. In some applications, however, the reactor
18

voltage, and the load voltage add almost aJrHhmetically to give the
applied voltage. The angle between these two voltages may be deter-
mined experimentally. The minimum voltage across the reactor may be
found cy subtracting the maximum load voltage from the applied voltage.
Thus two points are found on Figure 7—the first selected near
the knee of the J^ equals zero cur'/e, and the second determined by
the intersection of minimum V and maximuin[^] . A line drawn be-
tween these two points may be called the load line, and it represents
the approximate locus of operation of the magnetic amplifier as
is increased from zero to the value necessary to move the locus to the
end point. If this load line does not fall within a useable range of
the curves of Figure 7—for example, ifVL* falls below the bottom
envelope of the curves
—
, it is necessary to move the initial point
either up or down on ti e T, equals zero curve to a point lA^ich does
cause the second point to fall on a practicable spot. The load line
will not be straight in most applications. If the load voltage and
reactor voltage add in quadrature, the locus will be elliptical.
However, in many applications the best the designer can do is fix
the end points. If, for the sake of linearity, it is essential to
know the exact shape of the operating locus, intermediate points
may be found most easily by experimental test.
N, the number of turns on the load winding of one reactor,
may be readily found since both(
-^/ . and [ 'T'Atc^ra. ^^® known,
N being the only unknown in either. The wire size for the load
windings is fixed by the I in ( -y/ » The wire is then wound
around micarta tubing and fitted onto the core. Window space for
the control winding plus any other desired windings must remain.
> 19

From Figure 7, C 1^'j niay t)e foiind as the line iiiiich passes
through the end point of the operating locus. An ^j^ is selected.
^ it should be at least twice as great asA^^, to reduce the control
current. Once Jij, is selected,T is determined.
It is possible that the Z f^ losses in the windings may cause
excessive heat under maximum load. These losses may be determined
by computing the resistance of the windings and then the total copper
losses. Other losses may be neglected. Dividing the total copper
loss per reactor by the total vjeights of the reactor, including
windings, gives a figure in watts per pound that is a measure of
whether or not overheating will occur. In the open air, a figure of
one watt per pound will barely raise the re?-ctor temperature by an
appreciable amount.
An analysis of Figure 7 helps to clarify magnetic amplifier
principles. Equation Ob) indicates that the inductance of a load
winding is equal to a constant times the core permeability. Or
the inductance appears to equal a constant times the slope of the
B-H curve at the operating point. A glance at the slopes of the curves
of Figure 7 at the operating points proves that the "impedance" of
the reactors certainly is not a direct function of the operating
point slopes. In fact, except for the magnetizing current that flows
under conditions of very low flux density, the currents that flow
are not sinusoidal. Therefore, impedance is not simply a function of
an inductive reactance, for there is no such thing as inductive
reactance if the current is distorted unless the various harmonics
of the total current are considered one at a time. Boyajian ± showed
4 Boyajian T Ij
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that iff the saturation curve were divided into two regions, each
being linear, the first region being that of \msaturation, the second
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Figure 8 (a) shows the saturation curve, 8(b) shows the component
curves that add to give the resultant current shown in 8(c). The
transients of regions one and two are represented by the second term
of equation(l9) . 4. is the value of current represented by the knee
of the saturation curve. This method of determining the various
harmonic currents depends for its accuracy upon using high permeability
cores. "When J^ is large enough to move the operation point close to
the full-load point, it becomes necessaiy to add a third region to
the problem—that region extending almost horizontally from zero to
the point at which the curve breaks upward.
As has been indicated, a general inductive reactance function
does not exist when the load current becomes distorted due to satur-
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decreasing exponentially from a high value for J"^ equal to zero
to a low value for large J^ , Such a curve is usually quite mislead-
ing, for it is usually constructed by entering curves like those of
Figure 7 at points of constant fl\uc density and varying control
current. Since B is constant, V is constant and may be determined.
Then
7 If
2 - Jr —
since B is a constant. Knowing this impedance for each H and knowing
the resistance permits the determination ol^i, ^^^ each H. A plot
is then made of V^ vs JC^ . Such a plot has very little justification,
for the operation of a magnetic amplifier is always accompanied
23
r2,)
where K is the abscissa value of the intersection of the constant B
line and the particular JL ^ line
.
Or
Or 7 _1,--L CZ^)

by large changes in B. The only way B could remain constant would
be for the supply voltage to be changed very drastically as Xc is
changed. A true and useful plot of an A^ (not equal tojfTtfL )
vs Jj^ could be made by letting H and B vary with J., as actually
happens. Equation (22) could be used for points along the load line.
But Equation (23) could not be used since in it B was assumed
constant.
2. Self-saturated Magnetic Amplifier Design
Besides the load and control windings, a reactor may also have
windings for bias and feed back. Figure 7 niay be used to obtain
another series of curves called the transfer curves. These are
obtained by drawing the load line across Figure 7 as explained in
part A. Each intersection of this load line with a constant (-^z J^
curve determines a value of |-yy. and also a value of {—t'J •
The latter is found on the abscissa directly beneath the point. A
plot °H^)^ ^^i^Jj "^y then be made. This may easily be transformed
into a plot of JT^^
^^^Ac ^^^ finally a plot of rectified load current
vsJT^ (or J"c ) as shown in Figure 9. The alternating current
flowing in the load windings is a fairly linear function of the direct
current in the control winding over most of the curve. Or it may
be said that /^^ is a linear function of /^ , Now, if part of the
rectified load current is sent into a separate feedback winding in
such a direction as to add to /^^^ of the control winding, some of
the direct H needed to produce a particular load current may be
thus provided. It is oossible, in fact, to provide so much positive
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may be only a small fractional part of that needed in the case vihere
there is no feedback. This is illustrated in Figure 10. Figure 9
shows that maximum output vdth feedback may be obtained in a typical
circuit with a control current of about forty milliamperes. Maxi-
mum output without feedback would require a control current many times
this value, the J"^ disparity depending upon the percent of feedback.
The necessity of bias, in a separate bias winding, for certain
applications is apparent in Figure 9. It is evident that for (^^)
,
equal to zero, [5^) is not zero. If the bias current were of such a
magnitude as to bring the minimum point of the curve far enough to
the right to make it coincide with theftS) equal zero ordinate, the
a-c output for zero input would he materially reduced. This reduc-
tion of output for zero input might be essential in such applications
as motor control if it is desired to be able to stop the motor.
The amount of feedback is
Since / is the same for both windings.
As has been pointed out, the total d-c nimf is the sum of the control
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The extra windirif^ for feedback may be eliiainated bj placing
rectifiers in series mth the load winding as shovm in Figure 11.
A direct component of the load current, proportional to the load
current magnitude, provides the direct magnetomotive force formerly
supplied by the feedback winding. This feedback arrangement is




But {fyj/x is also the magnetomotive force required with
no feedback.
Therefore
(NJ^'i^ -- (Nl)j,^ ^-)




With two reactors in parallel as shovm in Figure 11, T±^^^ ^^
nearly equal to one-half of Xf^^^ . Since J^;««,^ may be measured,
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Self-saturation and external positive feedback are virtually
identical. V/ith self-saturation, reverse current through the
rectifiers tends to demagnetize the core during the "non-conducting"
half-cycle of the supply voltage. This demagnetization of the core
may drastically reduce the amplification of the magnetic amplifier.
It is important, therefore, to choose rectifiers having as great a
back resistance as possible. With external feedback, there is a
certain amount of flux leakage between the feedback winding and the
load winding. This reduces the effectiveness of the feedback.
Perhaps the principal consideration in contrasting the two methods
of feedback is that of core utilization. It is clear that self-
saturation, since it avoids the use of one winding, has the advantage
of providing more space for other W3.ndings or of ridtting the use of
a smaller core with the consequent economy of space and cost.
Since the input current (Ic) for a magnetic amplifier with feed-
back is much less than Ic for a magnetic amplifier without feeback,
the power gain of the former is correspondingly greater. YiHiereas
the power gai n of a magnetic amplifier without feedback might be
several hundred, the power gain of one with feedback might be as
much as two hundred thousand.
As in the case of the simple magnetic amplifier of Section A,
the firing time for the self-saturated amplifier can be controlled
and determined. Before firing, the assumption is made that the
entire supply voltage is across the reactors. After firing, it is
assumed that the entire supply voltage is across the load, 5^om
30

zero time, w?ien the supply voltage is passing zero with positive
slope, to some time later in the positive alternation all the supply
voltage is across the reactors. When the flux density due to the
voltage across the reactors reaches a critical value firing occurs,
and the supply voltage shifts to the load. If now the control current
is increased, the flux excursion in the reactors starts from a
higher value and consequently reaches the critical (firing) flux
density value earlier. This results in larger values of a-c magnetizing
force and output voltage. Bq, the initial flux density, is determined
by the control current only, s" nee B^^ is zero when the supply voltage
is zero. After the conducting half-cycle for one reactor, hysteresis
and the presence of the rectifier causes the flux density to remain
at a finite value even when 1q is zero. If hysteresis is appreciable,
this value must be added to the flux density due to Iq to get Bq.
Since the voltage across one reactor is given by
d 8 t= £
^^
X }0
Therefore B= Bo 4 J^ ^i-^ ur-t c// Jf^o^ /3r;
where B is the constant of integration. Firing will occur when
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The average voltage across the load may now be computed by using
ATT
or
For two reactors, the output voltage given by equation (hi)
must be doubled. Since Ej^is known and B^^ is given by equation (37),
the average load voltage may be determined if Bq and B^ can be found.
If it is assumed that B^ is proportional to H^^ only, ifriiere Hq is the
>hiH<l due to the control current alone, then Bq may ie found by using
and^ is the slope, at the point corresponding to the given IC; of the
upper right branch of the hysteresis loop drawn for the core material
with the a-c windings open. Or Bq may be read directly from the
curve itself. B # may be found from Figure 7 as the value of fl\jx
density at the knee of the curve drawn for the given Ic.
The foregoing method for finding the output of a self-saturated
amplifier depends for its accuracy upon the validity of the assump-
tions made earlier. Its accuracy will be poor if before firing
there is an appreciable voltage across the load and if, after firing,




The self-saturated magnetic amplifier circuit of Figiire 11, is
but one of many configurations that may be used. In Chapter II, for
example, tests conducted on a bridge -type circuit will be discussed.
Regardless of the circuit used, the principles of design outlined in
this chapter may be applied if proper care is exercised. Cascaded
magnetic aiiplifiers have not been mentioned for two reasons. First,
cascading does not add to the design problem if special c^re is taken
to ensure that there is no output direct current of the first stage
(control current of the second stage) when the control current of
the first stage is zero. This requires a balancing out of f\r>mf
between the two stages. Second, the special design problem, which
is described in Chapter II, that was of particular interest did not
reqtdre cascading. The design procedures detailed in this chapter
are, in fact, the basis of the special design of Chapter II.
It may be recalled that the procedure of design did not specify
what type of magnetic amplifier, simple or self-saturated, was to be
used for a particular reactor design. As will be demonstrated in
Chapter II, the reactors may be designed for a simple magnetic
amplifier and then used in a self-saturated circuit under the same
load conditions without modification of their physical make-up. It
has been shown, however, that the self-saturated circuit is far
superior to the type illustrated in Figure 1 in power gain. There-
fore the self-saturated (or feedback) magnetic amplifier is almost




A MAGNETIC A-iPLIFIER FOR SPS-6B RAMR
ANTENNA CONTROL
1. The Problem
The problem was to design, build and test a magnetic amplifier
to control the SPS-6B radar antenna. The requirements to be met
were as follows:
(1) to rotate the antenna at any speed from zero to fifteen
revolutions per minute under any load from zero to a sixty
knot wind plus effect of inertial forces.
(2) to regulate the antenna's rotation speed as the load
changed over any or all of the range from zero to a sixty
knot wind plus effect of inertial forces.
(3) to eliminate vacuum tubes from the circuit.
It is felt the above requirements were met by the magnetic
amplifier described in this chapter.
2. Antenna Motor Characteristics
(1) The motor was one-half horsepoiwer, direct current, separately
excited.
(2) The field required ll5 volts, .12 aniperes direct current.
(3) The armature voltage for full speed (3ii^0 rpm) was 230 volts,
d-c. For lower speeds, the armature voltage was, of course,
less than 230 volts.





rlQUYt J- • fno^oy atnj C^ClLLii^alfrtT ^'^oui
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No Load Full Load
RFM la RFM la
creeping ,30 amps creeping .UO amps.
3U^0 .70 amps 3U50 5.32 an5)s.
(5) The gear ratio from the motor to the gear extruding from
the motor housing was U0:1. The ratio from this gear to
the antenna was 5. 75 si. Therefore the gear ratio from the
motor to the antenna was 230:1 (or 3li50:l5).
The loading of the motor presented a problem since there was
not available for testing purposes an SPS-6B antenna. A prony brake
could have been used to simulate the antenna load, but such a method
would involve errors. It was decided, therefore, to work out an
electrical equivalent of the motor and load.* For the shiint d-c
motor of Figure 1(a)
€^ - ky, CO 0)
and im « *c^ 6 (2)
The developed torque is
i^ ^ J- .^oL ^ 7- ^^^
Taking the Laplace transforms of equations ik) and (6), assum-
ing initial conditions to be zero.




e(s) - £, /Ys; -^ A^ LoCii
hr lC^) :. Ts loCs.) + TLA-'
Solving equation (8) forlif(s).
Substituting UXs) in equation (7),








Both ^and T^raay be called step functions of value /ff/and /7^ /
respectively. Then






IfT^is zero (load is zero),
Ih) = lei
^aS + /^ i^ AC'y> f^y








If again <?is a step function of amplitude f^l
,
A comparison of equations (l6) and (19) shows that a d-c motor
at no load is equivalent to an R-C circuit. Further, it is seen that
The capacitance of the radar antenna motor at full speed was
about 20,000 microfarads.
If Tl is not zero, the equivalent circuit for the motor under
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Now consider the electrical circuit of Figure 1 (c). For the
capacitive branch, .
,
For the inductive branch,
(5 3;
Adding, ^ .
1?,. + ^ s




fef . \ei _ ^
A comparison of equations (22) and (2?) follows in Table 1.
Table 1




The inductance term for the motor \mder test was about ten
henries. Hoy/eirer, the only effect this inductance will have on the
d-c motor is to cause a momentary transient response for load or
speed changes. Therefore, it is not necessary, in putting an equi-
valent load on the motor, to include this term. The equivalent load
on the motor, then, is simply R2. R2 varies with the armature volt-
age and the real antenna load. For full load, Vg^ is 230 volts,
horsepower is one-half, rpra is 3l450j armature inertia J is , /7 '•'y''"
.















^^^^ ^ i-?, r .XX /g/;
The resistor actually used in parallel with tha armature to
represent full load was fifty-five ohms. As will be shown, this
value of resistance shunting the armature presented nearly the same
l'-;d to the power source as the actual full load on the antenna
(sixty knoG wind plus effects of inertial forces).
Wind loading may result from ship roll, pitch or yaw as well
as from the wind itself. In addition, roll, pitch or yaw throws
an inertial load on the antenna due to its deviation from the
balanced position. A third factor of rather minor consequence is
the sinusoidal variation of load with antenna rotation. Balancing
vanes on the antenna reduced the load variations resulting from the
interaction of antenna rotary movement with ship movement and wind
movement. It was found by test with the balanced antenna that a
sixty knot wind resulted in a motor load of 1|.6 amperes at full
speed. Maximum mechanical loading added .72 amperes to this, giving
5.32 a^nperes d-c as full load, full speed annature current.
3. General Ifethod of Procedure
The motor and the magnetic amplifier are connected in series
with the I4UO volt, 60 cycle supply as shown in Figure 2. By
changing the impedance of the magnetic ainplifier reactors, a varying
d-c voltage is supplied to the motor armature. This variation must
be such as to cause the motor to rotate at speeds from zero to 3U50
rpm over the entire range of loads.
I
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h. The Design Data
Before the magnetic amplifier could be desirjied, the character-
istics of the selected selenium rectifier over the load range had
to be determined and considered in the problem. Figure ^ of Chapter I
gives the forward voltage drop as a function of the current density
for seleniu.n rectifiers. It y^as considered advisable, however, to
test the rectifier experimentally. A 7festinghouse type "H" #6
selenium rectifier stack was selected, torn down and reassembled as
shown in Figure 3(a). This is equivalent to the full-wave rectifier
of Figure 3(b). In addition to this arrangement of rectifier plates,
eighteen additional plates were used later in the self-saturated
circuit.
To test the motor response when used with the rectifier, the
circuit of Figure h was set up. The results are shown in Table 2
and Table 3 following:
Table 2
Vac Va II mi R_
15 volts 2.2 volts .26 amps
**
1^.9 U.O .23 creeping •^
22. U 10.0 .27 faster «0
Table 3
Vac Va II RPM R


















to stop the motor under zero load, the rms voltage applied to the
rectifier must not exceed fifteen volts, and I^ must not exceed about
.25 at'peres.
Table 3 shows that a resistor of fifty-five ohms shunting the
armature did not quite give the same response as the actual wind
and inertial loading. For the actual full load and full motor speed
of 3U50 rpm, I| was found to be 5.32 amperes. Table 2 gives a
figure of 5.10 amperes for I^ at full load and full speed. However,
the discrepancy is slight, and "fullload" hereafter in this chapter
will mean a resistance of fifty-five ohms shunting the armature.
The last entry in Table 3 above determines maximum Toad-maximum
speed conditions. To get full speed under full load, 276 volts
a-c had to be applied to the rectifier. 280 volt^and 5.32 amperes
were actually used in the calculations which follow. ^^
Resume of preceding design data:
tvtinimum Load - Minimum Speed;
Vac * '^ O-ct-^i
Maximum Load - Maximum Speed t
T s- r. 32. Amp*
It is not necessary to consider "Minimum Load-A'Iaximum Speed"
or "Maximum Load-Minimum Speed", for these conditions fall within
the range of operations encompassed by the two conditions outlined
above.
5. The Magnetic Amplifier
The two cores selected were Westinghouse type "C" hipersil,
ii6

S#*1366727 with the follovdng dimensions per core:
Area: 3«08 sq. in.
L (mean core length): lit. 85 in.
Window length: [i.l875 in.
Window ^.vidth: 1.625 in.
Strip vddth: 2.1825 in.
Weif^ht: 11.9 poionds
"\61t^ampere capacity: lli50
The following design data were known:
Minimvim Load-Minimum Speed:
Va*. - IS- V,
J, =
, i7f am/oi C .ai" ^, X l-ff)
Maximum Load-Maximum Speed:
Vat, * 2.9'oV
The load current is multiplied by 1,11 because the character-
istic curves of Figure 7 of Chapter I use this conversion factor.
The design data and the curves of Figure 7 of Chapter I were
now used to design one reactor as follows:
rB3)
Q>i<«
From curves of Figure 7 in Chapter I, a point on the I^ equals
zero curve near the knee was chosen. Under this point, on the abscissa,
)47
i
and from equation (3U),
•nhilfi from equation (35),
N - 376 turns per core.
From the curves,
when /h;^ ft^) - 7
and ^^ = , A4 ^ ^
= 3tf>2 V.
Since the voltage across the rectifier was fifteen volts for
this condition of liiinimum Load - Minimum Speed,
This assumes that E and V should be added arithmetically.
As was mentioned in Chapter I, usually E and V^^ should be added in
quadrature, but it was also stated that there were exceptions.
With the motor-rectifier load, the maximum angle between E and Y
was about thirty degrees by test. Therefore the two voltages were
added arithnetically.
E for maximum load = V,|^^ - V^
- 317-280
- 37 volts















Jfex. rr--' = .26 for min. load and speed
Min _£- - .033 for max. load and speed
Min ( t^\ =7.0 for min. load and speed
Max { ^-r] - IU8.6 for max. load and speed
The a-c windings were made up of # 13 wire, 376 turns per core.
From the curves of Figure 7 in Chapter I, the (-^TvL/ 'that passes
through the full load, full speed point was eighty. N i was set at
760 turns per core. Then
J-. _/4.Pr>r g^ ^ ),S-i>a^^& Ac)
The wire selected was # 18.
The copper loss per pound per reactor was calciilated as follows:
Resistance of a-c coil 1.0 ohm
Weight of a-c coil = 7.61| pounds
Resistance of d-c coil » ii.55 ohms
Weight of d-c coil s 3.^3 pounds
Total weight of one reactor -23.3 pounds
Max. d-c power loss 1.55*" x ii.^5
s 10.2 watts
lHax. a-c power loss - 2.95 x 1
=8.7 watts
Total max. power loss =18.9 watts
Copper loss per pound = ^^-9 - .811 watts per pound
23.3 per reactor
Since a copper loss of one watt per pound will not cause
appreciable heating, the calculated figure was on the conservative
side.
6. Simple Magnetic Amplifier Circuit
The first circuit tested is shovm in Figiire 5. This circuit
is the simple magnetic amplifier explained in Chapter I. The data











Vapp = 300 volts R s do
Ic Va-'fip Vrect RPM Ix
.61 amps. 290 volts 16 volts
.03 283 32
.10 250 100
. 20 100 280
The design data had V^^^^ equal to 1$ volts when I was zero and
the load and speed were minimum. This checks very well with Table Ii.
Table 5
Vapp = 310 volts R a 55 ohms
Ic Vamp Vrect RPM Va
.025 an^js 307 volts 16.0 creeping ^^
.20 279 55.0 390 —
.UO 2U8 98.0 930 .
.86 172 188.0 2000 135 volts
1.20 92 268.0 2900 190
1.50 55 295.0 3300 211
Note that the design data for full load gave full speed equal
to 3U50 rpm, Va equal to 230 volts d-c, II equal to 5.32 amperes,
and Ic equal to 1.56 an5)3res. Increasing Vapp and Ic "to the design
values would cause the tested motor speed, V^ and Ii to approach very
close to the design parameters. Figure 6 compares the actual motor
response at full load with the response expected in accordance with
the design, A feature noteworthy in this graph is the fair linearity
of the motor response with control current. This could only mean
that the load line drawn on Figure 7 of Chapter I was correctly drawn
as a straight line rather than an ellipse.
The power gain of the magnetic amplifier was as follows!




(a) Minimum load - Iiiaximum Speed:
Control circuit power = 2^ f^^
= .182 watts




Gain = ZHif - ,4o
(b) Maximum load - maximum speed:
Control circuit power « 1.50 x li.55
= 10.25 watts
Load circuit power > 211 x 5
= 1055 watts
Gain = 10^5 = 103
10.25
As was shown in Chapter I, the angle during which one reactor
fires is 180 -^ where ^ rx XD \
Neglecting hysteresis, when I^is zero B^is zero. B « on Figure 7
of Chapter I is represented by the knee of the saturation curve.
Here B /j equals I6.I4 kilogausses since
or each reactor is firing less than half the time for minimum load
and minimum speed.
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B^ is now about 17.6 kg and B^ is^//^ or B^, = 175 x 100 . 17.50 kg.
Therefore
or each reactor is firing for 160 degrees in its cycle. The firing
times are not to be considered as rigorously correct since B^ is
difficult to determine accurately.
The magnetic amplifier operated satisfactorily. Hovrever, the
necessity of having one and a half amperes of control current for
full load-full speed made it desirable to design a self-saturated
magnetic amplifier since such an amplifier needs much less control
current
.
7. Self-Saturating Magnetic Amplifier Circuits.
The self-saturating circuit of Figure 7 was set up. The feed-
back magnetomotive force results from the direct current flowing
through the load vdndings. As shown in Figure 10 of Chapter I, the
control current required to give a particular degree of saturation
may be greatly reduced by using this positive feedback.
Under full load, 3500 rpra was reached with V equal to 300 volts
and I ^ equal to 60 milliamperes. Therefore the sensitivity ratio
of this circuit as compared with the simple magnetic amplifier is
about 1.70 or 28.33, the ratio of the control currents required
60x10
to reach the same motor speed. This assumes, by extrapolation, that
1.70 amperes of control current, with V^--pqual to 300 volts, would
have given a motor speed of 3500 rpra in the simple magnetic amplifier.
This increase in sensitivity was gratifying. But the motor could
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the control windings and load windj-ngs were arranged. Figure 8 shows
the arrangements tried. With zero control current, for example,
the motor speed was 2300 rpm using one arrangement. No arrangement
of the control windings as bias winding would reduce this speed
much below 2000 rpm. This indicated that B^ for all values of 3 ^
exceeded Be and therefore firing could not be prevented. Since
there are rectifiers in series with the reactors, B^ is not a function
of the control current alone. To the flujc density resulting from I^
must be added the residual flux density resulting from the direct
current flowing through the load winding. As was showi in Chapter I,
li^A is near zero, B^ increases to a large value unless B^
,
which increases mth B^
,
approaches B^ . Then an indetemdnate
situation results. If B becomes greater than Br , firing is, of
course , continuous
.
The power gain of this magnetic amplifier was as follows:
(a) Minimum loadnnaximum speed:
Control circuit power = "^*, ^*
= .015 *-x U.55
= .00102 watts
Load circuit power = ^a ^ ^ «
s 230 x .70
= l6l wa-tts
Power gain = l6l - 158,000
102 X 10
(b) Maximum load-maximum speed:





m w: W- Wf^f

Load circidLt power « ^ X I^
= 230 X U.85
- 1115 wa^^ts
Power gain = 1115 . 68000
.016U
Despite the excellent sensitivity of this circuit, it was
abandoned because of its lack of controllability.
The self-saturation circuit of Figure 9 was set up. It was
felt that this circuit would not be as sensitive as the first but
would prove more controllable.
The following data were obtained from the new circuit:
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If the reversed current in the control windings were increased
beyond seventy milliaraperes, the motor increased in speed. This is
explained by a study of the response curve of Figure 10,
On the basis of the preceding data, V could be set at three
hundred volts. Althoi gh the antenna could not then be stopped dead,
its speed was perhaps one rpm in ten minutes, an in^racticably slow
speed. If, however, it were decided that it was desirable to stop
the antenna dead on a target, either the armature voltage could be
switched off automatically by the control current potentiometer when
it was set to seventy milliaraperes reversed control current, or the
applied voltage V^^a^could be made 290 volts rather than 300. The
latter arrangement will permit stopping the motor dead, but it will
decrease the sensitivity sJ-nce more control current will be required
for full speed than was necessary when V^i^-was 300 volts.
Fo-wer gaa n of the magnetic amplifier was as follows:
(a) Minimum load-maximum speed:
Control circiiit power = I 4. ^ c
= .02 "-x U.5^
=1.82 X 10 watts
Load circuit power = V^ x I
^^
= 230 X .7
=161 watts
Power gain = I6I - ^8 , ^00
1.62x10
(b) Maximum load-maximum speed:
Control circuit power = I c Re
= .l^-x I1.55
= .0U55 watts
Load circuit power = V^ x I
^^
= 230 X 5.30
= 1222 watts




In Chapter I, equation (32) gave an expression for the control
current needed in a self-saturated magnetic amplifier. This equation
was
"7
- Tf y ,
^c = ^;. - :t ^u.. -^ r-^3)
Where I is the control current in the self-saturated amplifier. I
^
is the control current needed in a simple magnetic amplifier to give
a particular output, and Iioad is the average value of the load current.
For full load and full speed I ^ is 1.^6 amperes, Iioad is ^'32
amperes. Therefore
Actually, for full load and full speed I^ was 100 railliamperes.
The disparity between the two figures for I^ is due to the fact that
equation (1|3) is based on some assumptions that are legitimate
enough but -wAiich make it give apparently erratic results because its
result contes from the difference of two quantities that are close
together. For a motor speed of 2U00 rpra, Ij was 1.0 amperes, I^oad
was 3.97 amperes. Therefore ^ *
Actually, I^ for a motor speed of 2U00 ipm was about thirty milli-
amperes in the self-saturated amplifier.
According to a formula developed in Chapter I, the output




For maximum load and maxim\ira speed, assume B^ equals Bj , Then
e^ * -^ ^ 2 7<J U-.
The measured value was 29^ volts. The difference between these two
values may be due to one or both of the assumptions made being
inadmissible. The first assumption was that the output due to the
so-called pre-firing skirt was negligible, i.e., before firing all
the supply voltage was across the reactors. However, if this assump-
tion were wrong, the error would tend to increase the calculated
output. Therefore for maximum load and speed, the assumption that
B equals B^ may be incorrect. B^ must exceed B # to make ^ approach
more closely the measured output. If B^ were to exceed B« , the
amplifier would tend to fire on at least part of the negative
alternation of the alternating fluDc. Vfhile this is possible, it
would not add to the output because the rectifiers are \inidirectional.
Therefore, the condition previously made that - ^ w B© — ^ •'•^
need not be violated.
Of the three magnetic amplifiers tested, the last seemed to have
the greatest potentiality. Therefore it was used in the remainder of
the problem.
8. Speed Regulation
In the last circuit of Section 7 one hundred milliamperes of I
were required to produce full speed at full load, but only twenty
milliamperes of I^are required to produce full speed at no load.
This means that if the radar operator were to set the antenna speed
control (l^ ) at a certain point, the antenna speed waild vary
radically with changes in wind velocity, ship's speed, roll and pitch,
and ship's heading. Therefore, the speed of the motor had to be
63

regulated so that a particular setting of Xc. would give the same
speed regardless of load.
Since it was known that a reversed current in the control
winding slowed the motor, a "regulating" winding of two hundr:;d
twenty-five turns of #28 cotton-insulated wire Tras wound on each core,
in the same sense as the control winding. A check was then made to
see if reverse current in the regulating wi.nding slowed the motor.
With no load, K^^^equal to 280 volts, and Jc equal to ten milliamperes,
the folloTiring results were obtained:
Therefore this winding, with the regulating current, -Zj^
,
in the
proper direction did slow the motor down. Similarly, if ^J had been
reversed, the motor would have increased in speed. It was felt
that the regulation should be degenerative rather than regenerative
to minimize the possibility of instability. So the regulating current
was made to slow the motor.
Equation (l) indicates that motor speed is directly proportional
to the counter emf developed by the motor, or the armature voltage.
If Jg^were set at a particular value giving a certain motor speed and
the load were to decrease, the armature voltage would increase and
so would the speed. Now, if the increase in armature voltage were
used to increase Tj , the motor speed would be decreased. The circuit
of Figure 11 was set up to try this idea.
6U
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In the circuit of Figure 11, regardless of load, IT. is fixed
for a certain speed. For a particular X^ , motor speed (and t^ )
depend upon load. For example, as the load decreases ^increases,
tending to increase the motor speed but also increasing ^J . This
increase inJj tends to slow the motor down. Of course, there will
be someJJ for full load also, but it will increase as the load de-
creases.




Full Load No load
3c :rj Rfm Xc XJ Rpm
10 ma. 57 ma. 880 lOma. 81 ma. 1180
20 72 1050 20 100 1300
iiO 100 1300 UO 11,1 1610
60 138 1620 60 195 2000
80 175 1900 80 235 2350
With no regulation ( X^ circuit open) , the following data were





%P = 290 volts
Pull Load No Load
Jc I^Pjh Jc fef>/y\
10 ma. 1660 6 ma. 2550
20 2030 10 3000
I4O 2510 20 3300
60 2800 25 3^00
80 29li0
The graph of Figure 12 shows the improvement of regulation.
With no regulation and ^c equal to twenty railliamperes, the motor
speed difference for no load and full load was
3300 - 2030 = 1270
With regulation and J^ equal to twenty milliamp^eres, the motor
speed difference was
1300 - 1050 = 250
Two results may be noted. First, there was considerable improvement
in regulation. Second, there was a material reduction in motor speed
for all loads with regulation in effect. The speed, for a particular
jTt > "wsis approximately halved. It was considered desirable to
modify this circuit in such a way as to decrease this sensitivity re-
duction. Figure 13 shows this modification.
In this circuit there will be no -2^ at all for full load. This
is achieved by setting r^ so that 1^ equals 1^ for a particular
setting of Xc corresponding to fuJLl load. If the load decreases,
the motor speed and V^^ tend to increase, causing ^Jto flow to reduce
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In actual operation, 7; (the speed control) and f^ (the regiolation
control) would be adjusted synchronously. In other words, r^ would
be so designed that its movable arm would be moved in synchronism
with that of Tf so that VJ would automatically be set equal to full
load 1^ for a particular/ .
Once f% is set, it is necessary that Vj remain constant regard-
less of what V^ does. This poses a difficult problem. By making r^
a very low resistance, of the order of one hundred ohms, \^ vdll
remain constant as V^ changes, but the current drain and power wastage
is exorbitant. To avoid this, it is necessary that the resistance of
Ti be large but that the resistance between the movable ann and
common depend upon the magnitude of Vn . In other words, this resistance
to common must decrease when Vft increases. This clearly indicates
the need of a regulating device across ]/j , A voltage regulating
circul-* such as shown in Figure Ih will vary the resistance from
center tap to common in the way desired to keep yJ constant. An
ordinary regulated power supply as the soi:3!ce of V^ is rapidly "unregu-
lated" when V^ exceeds Vj .
Data on the regulating circuit of Figure 13 is ^iven in Tables 8
















Va,r = 260 volts
^j = 200 c)hnis
Ic = ma,»
Leo^ RP/n V* rj Vw
Full Load 2.10 amps. 1200 80 V. 80 V.
2.00 1200 82 3 ma. 80
1.60 1200 8I4 16 80
1.20 1270 86 21 80
1.00 1300 88 28 80
Zero Load .62 13U0
Table 9
92 53 81
V[»P]P = 280 volts
f?j = 200 ohms
Ic = lO ma.
lctL4 f^fm Va JJ Vj
Full Load 3.90 ,amps. 2^00 170 V. 169 V
3.60 2700 172 l5ma..169
3.20 2710 17U 20 169
2.80 27UO 175 2U 169
2. ho 2800 179 36 169
2.00 2850 180 hh 170
1.60 2870 182 ^9 170





Fro^Ti Table 8 it is seen that yrith -'<. equal to zero, if the load
changed from full to no load, the antenna speed would increase by
where 230 is the gear ratio from motor to antenna. Since it is
unlikely that the load would change rapidly from a sixty knot wind
(plus roll and pitch of the ship) to a zero knot wj.nd, this variation
was considered negligible. It was better regulation than the electron
tube regulating circuit presently used in the SPS-6 radar.
From Table 9, vfithX^ equal to forty miliamperes, when the load
changed f roii full to no load, the antenna speed increased by
Xqjo - ^3d6
5. A 2. 5 >/»*»
a. 3o
Again this change was considered negligible.
The graph of Figure l5 shows the improvement of regulation by
this method.
As AJ was decreased, the incremental ^</ increased for a given
V^ change. However, as Kj Is reduced it becomes more difficult to
maintain Yj constant.
The loss of sensitivity due to the regulating winding may be
computed by modifying equation (li3) to include the magnetomotive
force of the • )gulating winding.
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ror example, for zero load with motor speed equal to 2970 rpm,
Actually, Xc "was forty railliamperes. Note that the regulating
winding appears to increase the control current by a considerable
amount at zero load. J7c. for this motor speed and zero load with no
regulation was only about ten milliamperes. Regulation, then, more
than doubled the amount of control current needed to produce a motor
speed of 2970 rpm at no load. The decrease in sensitivity with regu-
lation was, of course, maximum at no load. At full load there ^vas no
decrease in sensitivity when regulation was in effect since -T^was
zero for full load.
9. Simmary.
The circuit of Figure 13, it is felt, is a practical solution to
the problem outlined in Section 1. The antenna could be rotated at any
speed from zero to fifteen rpm under any load from zero to a sixty knot
wind plus effect of inertial forces; the antenna speed was effective-
ly regulated; and vacuum tubes ^vere eliminated except as they might
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THE PROBLEI^ OF RADAR ANTi3^>IA TRACKING
Chapter II has offered a magnetic amplifier solution to radar
antenna control for searching. Present-day radars are also often used
for tracking targets. It would be highly desirable, therefore, if
a magnetic amplifier could be designed for this latter purpose. The
circuit of Figure 1 illustrates the problem. Vi/hen Z^ is zero, the
motor is stationary since there is as much current going through the
motor in one way as the other. If the control current is now in-
creased and the control windings are arranged so that the magnetomotive
force of one control winding bucks that of its associated load wind-
ing while the magnetomotive force of the other control winding aids that
of its associated load winding, then the load current should increase
in one direction and decrease in the other, and the motor will turn
in one direction. There are two things wrong with this idea. First,
sensitivity is poor because there still is a current in the wrong
direction through the motor. Second, such a control winding arrange-
ment means that the load winding will induce voltages in the control
Yfindings. As was mentioned in Chapter I, this reduces the sensitivity.
If the control current direction were reversed, the motor would turn
in the opposite direction. This arrangement should work, but its
sensitivity would be poor, and the motor would probably be sluggish
in its response.
The control current would have to result from an error signal.
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could be generated in the conventional way.
Figure 2 shows another circuit that will make the antenna track
the target. T/Vhen the top of the secondary is positive, current
goes through the motor in one direction. Vilhen the polarity changes,
current reverses through the motor. ViJhen X^ is zero, then, the motor
is stationary. Due to the way the control windings are arranged,
Yrhen
-»c is increased, the current through the motor in one direction
increases and it decreases in the other direction. Therefore the motor
will turn. Reversal of the control current reverses the motor direction,
The difficulty with this circuit is that not only is there a path for
current from one pair of reactors through the motor, but there is also
a path for this current through on-3 of the other pair of reactors. This
causes this circuit to be insensitive and re quizes inordinately large
reactors for the amount of motor torque resulting.
The problem of antenna tracking using magnetic amplifiers will
be solved -when a circuit configuration is developed that will have
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